Show the sparkle of newness through the new knowledge and new life.

Today, all the children from everywhere are present in this highest and holiest spiritual gathering in the corporeal or angelic form to celebrate the New Year with BapDada who with this new knowledge gives new life in the new age. All the children's zeal and enthusiasm from their heart, their pure thoughts of a promise to bring about transformation, their good wishes and pure feelings have reached BapDada. BapDada is giving greetings to all the creators of the new world, the special world-transformer souls, the ones who always stay beyond the awareness of the old sanskars, old memories, old attitude and awareness of the old body in this old world, and to those who bid farewell to all the old things of the world. He is giving congratulations of the tilak of self-sovereignty to those who put a full-stop to the past and apply a tilak of self-sovereignty. Together with congratulations for bidding farewell, Baba is also giving all the children a special gift for the New Year: "May you always remain in the Father’s company. May you also be equal. May you always have the elevated spiritual intoxication of being seated on the heart-throne.” Baba is giving the gift of this blessing.

Throughout the whole year, let there be this powerful awareness: You are with the Father, you are equal to the Father and you will automatically at every moment continue to experience the congratulations for bidding farewell in every thought. If you haven’t bid farewell to the old, you can't experience greetings for newness. This is why, just as you are bidding farewell to the old world, in the same way, together with the year, whatever old things Baba has told you about, also bid farewell to all of those. This is the new age, the beautiful new world of Brahmans new relationships and a new family. There are new attainments. Everything is new. When you look at others, you look at the spirit with spiritual vision. You only think of spiritual things. Therefore, everything is new, is it not? The systems are new and the love is new, everything is new. So constantly have greetings for newness. This is called spiritual greetings which are not for just one day, but you constantly continue to move forward with spiritual congratulations. You are being sustained and are moving along with the congratulations and spiritual blessings of BapDada and the whole Brahmin family. No one in the world can celebrate such a New Year. They celebrate for a temporary period. You celebrate it eternally, for all time. There, they are human souls celebrating with human beings, whereas you elevated souls celebrate with God, the Father. You celebrate with the Bestower of Fortune and the Bestower of Blessings. This is why, to celebrate is to fill your aprons for all time with treasures and blessings. Theirs is celebrating and losing, whereas here, you fill your aprons. This is why you celebrate it with BapDada, is it not? Those people say "Happy New Year" and you say "Ever Happy New Year". It isn't that, today, you are happy and
tomorrow, a situation of sorrow makes you unhappy. No matter what type of sorrowful situation comes, even at such a time, with your stage of an embodiment of happiness and peace, you play the part of a bestower, a master ocean of happiness, and give rays of peace and happiness to everyone. This is why you remain beyond any influence of sorrowful situations and constantly experience being ever-happy. So what newness will you put into this New Year? You will have conferences and melas. Everyone is now already tired of all those old customs and systems and old ways and activities. Everyone feels that something new should happen. They are unable to understand what newness there should be or how it should take place. Give an experience of the sparkle of newness through this new knowledge and new life to those who desire some newness. They do at least understand that this is good. However, as yet, the experience that this is new and that it is this new knowledge which is bringing about the new world is incognito. They are saying that it should happen. In order to fulfil their desire, put the practical example of new life in front of them in a practical way through which they can experience a new sparkle. Therefore, reveal the new knowledge. When newness is experienced through the life of every Brahmin, they will be able to have a glimpse of the new world. Whatever programme you have, aim to let everyone experience newness. Instead of them making the remark "This too is a good task", let them have an experience that this new knowledge will bring about the new world. Do you understand? Spread the wave of experiencing the establishment of the new world. “The new world is about to come, that is, the time for all of us to receive the fruit of our good wishes has come.” Let such zeal and enthusiasm be created in their mind. In place of hopelessness, ignite deepaks (earthenware lamps) of good wishes in them. When any big day is celebrated, they ignite deepaks. Nowadays, they have royal candles. Therefore, ignite this deepak in everyone’s mind. Celebrate such a New Year. Give everyone the gift of the fruit of elevated feelings. Achcha.

To those who constantly give others a glimpse of the new life and the new age, to those who give greetings of new zeal and enthusiasm, to those who make everyone ever-happy, to those who give the world the experience of the new creation, to all the most elevated new age transformers, world benefactors, to those who constantly experience the Father's company, to the children who are constant companions of the Father, BapDada's love, remembrance and namaste.

BapDada meeting groups:

Have all of you had the determined thought that the new zeal and new enthusiasm for the New Year has to remain all the time? This is the new age and so every thought should be the newest of all. Let every action be the newest of all. This is called new zeal and new enthusiasm. Have you had such a determined thought? Just as the Father is eternal, so the attainments from the Father are eternal. Therefore, you can attain imperishable attainments through your determined thoughts. So, when you return to your work places, don't forget this imperishable determined thought. To forget means to lack attainment whereas to have the determined thought means to have all attainments.
Always consider yourselves to be multimillion times fortunate souls. When every step you take is filled with remembrance, each of those steps will be filled with multimillion-fold income. Therefore, always consider yourself to be a multimillion times fortunate soul who earns a countless income each day, and always have the happiness "Wah my elevated fortune!" Others who see you happy will continue to receive inspiration. This is an easy way to do service. Those who are constantly intoxicated in remembrance and service are the ones who remain safe and victorious. Remembrance and service bring such power that you will constantly continue to move forward. However, always definitely maintain a balance between remembrance and service. This balance will enable you to receive blessings. Because of the courage of courageous children, they constantly receive help. When children take one step of courage, they receive a thousand steps of help from the Father.

After midnight, on 1.1.85, double-foreign brothers and sisters sang a song of happiness of the New Year and BapDada gave greetings to all the children.

Just as children sing songs of remembrance out of love for the Father, and become merged in love, in the same way, the Father is also merged in love for the children. The Father is the Beloved and also the Lover. The Father also falls in love with the speciality of each child. So do you know your own speciality? Does each of you know which speciality you have that made the Father fall in love with you?

In the whole world, there are so few such loving children of the Father. Therefore BapDada is giving all the loving children multimillionfold greetings for the New Year with a lot of love from the depths of His heart. Just as all of you sang songs, BapDada is also singing songs of happiness of you children. The Father's songs are sung in the mind and your songs are sung in words. Your songs have been heard, but did you also hear the Father's songs?

In this New Year, in every action, always definitely continue to show one speciality or another. Let every thought be special, let it not be ordinary. Why? Every thought, word and deed of special souls is always special. Constantly continue to move forward with zeal and enthusiasm. Zeal and enthusiasm are your special wings. You can fly as high as you want with these wings. These wings give you the experience of the flying stage. Fly with these wings and no obstacle will reach you there. When people go into space, there is no pull of the gravity of Earth there. In the same way, obstacles cannot do anything to those who are in the flying stage. Special service is to continue to move forward constantly with zeal and enthusiasm and to inspire others to move forward. Servers constantly have to move forward with this speciality. Achcha.
Blessing: May you be true servers who are always happy by constantly eating Dilkush toli (makes heart happy) and feeding others this toli.

Those who eat Dilkush toli every morning at amrit vela remain happy throughout the whole day, and others who see them also become happy. This nourishing Dilkush toli makes any situation become very small. It makes a mountain into cotton wool. Therefore, always have the awareness that you are those who eat Dilkush toli and feed others Dilkush. When your mind always remains happy, even in a situation of tears it would be said that you are happy-hearted. Service takes place through even their face. Their face reveals the character of knowledge.

Slogan: Those who inspire others to make their life elevated through their every thought are charitable souls.

*** O M S H A N T I ***